
AUTOMATIC INDUSTRIAL DRY CHEMICAL SYSTEM “IS”

For over 30 years, Amerex has been protecting facilities and businesses of all types from fire.
Our innovative fire extinguisher and automatic system designs have prevented damage and
loss that would have been caused by the ravages of fire. Costs associated with lost produc-
tion time, equipment replacement and “business interruption” are a concern for any industry.
In keeping with the Amerex tradition of concern for the customer, the Amerex “IS” has been
designed to offer the best fire protection available and we do it with less. Less equipment
means less time to install, less time to service and fewer nozzles to locate (and get in your
way). All of this could translate into lower initial cost and lower maintenance cost over the life
of the system.

We’ve got you covered with the best Fire Extinguishing agent available

The Amerex “IS” system uses our exclusive ABC (Model 555) dry chemical. ABC
dry chemical suppresses more fire, by volume, than any other agent. ABC dry
chemical has quick flame “knock-down” and can help to secure Class A fires against
re-ignition. Since many hazards involve a variety of fuel sources, our ABC dry chemi-
cal, with protection against Class A (wood, paper, pulp), Class B (flammable liq-
uids) and Class C (live electrical equipment) is the agent that is best suited for
most Industrial hazards.

Always ready when you need it

The Amerex “IS” industrial system incorporates an automatic detection sys-
tem that will operate in case of a fire anytime, 24/7, even if no one is present. As
with the rest of the “IS” system design and philosophy, the automatic fire de-
tection system uses fewer components which saves on installation and main-
tenance costs.

Fewer Cylinders, Fewer Nozzles, Less Pipe

The Amerex “IS” industrial system uses fewer nozzles, including a unique “3-way” nozzle
that eliminates the need for two separate nozzles for many situations. In some cases this
may even eliminate an extra agent cylinder!

PLEASE SEE OUR “IS” BROCHURE FOR MORE INFORMATION
AVAILABLE TO AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTORS ONLY

Vehicle Paint Spray Booth Total Flood

Open Front Paint Spray Booth Local Application




